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FOREWORD'

This overview of citizen particgpation.in rural development is one of the
products of a functional. network on the. Same topic-sOonaored--by the-Sollthern
Rural Development Center at.Mississippi /State Universfty. The functionAloi

network .reviewed .elarge volume of research material on the SUliject ofciti-"-
. ./ . : ,

zen participation, this review resulting in the.preparation
graphies edited by Donald L'Noth and/William S.:Bonner and entibled Citi-
zen Participation in Rural :Development: A Aitliography, (Sonthiin 1*

Development Center, 1977) and Citizen Participation in Rural' DeVelo eni:

-A Selected,Bibliograph'(Southern.Rural,Development Center, 1978

This overxiew of citizen Participation was psOpare4 as.acynOesis of
,research materials for use in ed4cational p6grams or-as a guisle'for dis-
cussions of citizen participation. 'Although.the,networWfocused:specificalty
upon.citizen-participation in rime' develppment,4the results have general
applicatkon. In-fact, as bothibiblipgraihies dlted-above ihdlat, the vast
majority of research and,Commentary on cl:Aizen participation is *Pan in
its orientation. Thisis true even _though Large-Scale citizen Tnriot'il'ement
1m- the administrative process in the 'United States originated in pro*ams
of the'United States Department of Agriculture though its, concern-T.41d
rural areas.

Citizen participation is/treated primarily from/these pective of partici/.
pation in ,the administrative process: Thus, /A-will be of interest pqAiarily
to the governmental bureaucrats who have responsibility-for'implementing
citizenearticipatiOn programs, and to citizens inv81;re in or. overtly affected

b/ such programs. This ptblication-doei 'not discuss Viplitical`p:,-icipation
ndJpart±cipation in -private orga4zations.

a
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Director
Southern Rural Development Center
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J-- Why have citizen participation?' This may seem like a pointless question.
The United.States has .a democratic form of government,,, which means by '

definition--at least to some:-that citizen participation in decision-making
': is desirable and required In.actuality, however, the question is one that

,

has been debated since the founding of the.American Republic. Democracy

does not insure that e ordinary citizen is involved in decision-making.

: 4.In fact, many contem gry political scientists believe the Political system
operates best when the masses "are only moderately involved and leave decisiOn--

, making to the better informed. elites. ,Furthermare, mass' involvement in
decision-making uss apparently not a very high'poriority of the founders of
the American Republic, whodepended-upon separation of the various branches
of government rather than control by the. mass electorate to restrain govern-
mentalpower, and. who limited. the franchise with property-holding and taxr
paying qtalificafions. eFinally;. administrative theorists have long shown

concern about the way in which citizen involvement can politicize public
administration and make it both unfair and ineffective. Indeed, one of the
major elements of-the/Progressive Movement of the 1930's was a desire to-get
popularism out of ic/cal government and turn itoover to businessmen and prefes-

,,-- sionals who could govern in .a rational and politically disinteresXed fashion.
Politically disinterest d administration cannot be achieved by "maximum

.. feasible participationa4af citizens in the administrative process. '.

S.

. .

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT:
CONCEPTS, PRINCIPLES, AND RESOURCE MATERIALS

13-4

Donald E.-Voth and William S. Bonner*

44.

Why Citizen Participation?
.

.44

7

Thus it is clear that the_ question is not merely rhetorical. Public admin-
istratton,involves a trade-off between such things as a need for expertise,
a commitment to the 'broad public interest, and citizen involvement in
decision-making4. How, then; does-ane'juStify"anuemphaSis upon citizen parti-

v
cipation?

.

/ ., ..

4
.-

, . . . .

First, with a"raok at'history. Although the mechanism .of mass citizen
..

involvement, was not as important to the:founderssai'to us, the objectives of
this intalyement--assuring governmentalaccountability to- citizens and govern-.
mental respansi1,7eness to citizen needs and preferences- -were paramount values

s \ ,-.;

-

' 0

* Dopald E.. Voth is Associate professor of Rural.Sociology. William'

S. BOnner is professor of Sociology and Chairman of the-Divistan'of Com-

munity:Affairs: Eoth-are at the University -of Arkansas and currently -

serving as,C;inter Associates for the Southern Rural. Development Center.
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to them as well. P4rhaps the differences in method result from, the tremendous
'social, economic, and technical changes which have occured since then. For
example,.mass education and mass communication were impossibilities in the eight-
eenth and nineteenth centuries. In any case, political scientists see a conti-
nuing expansion of the mechanisms of popular control over_government, and citi- -

zen participation is one of the latest chapters in this development. 1/ This
expansion of)popular control through citizen participation has not occurred in
a vacuum. Rather, it has been primarily a reaction or an adaptation to the
expanding roles of government andcof governmental bureaucracy in. American life.2/
In fact, the form of citizen participation which receive's most attention today,
and which is the focus of this-overview, is administrative participation, or that
in which citizens deal directly with the bureaucracy in the delivery of services
and the implementation of laws, and with the decision-makers in determining-pro-
jects, priorities,or policy. This particular form of citizen participation-was
created in the 1930's to try to eliminate some of the more negative features, of
the large federal bureaucracies establiShed to deal with the dislocation of the
Great Depression.

Thus citizen,participation is the latest mechanism of a democractic people,
for dealing with "big goverment" and for making it accountable. 3/ Big
.government, as well as "big business" and even "big church," seems to be an
unavoidable feature of modern, technological society. Citizen partic ation
is one way to make these bureaucracies, which we apparently cannot eliiiinate,
more responsible to the public.

Another reason for citizen participation has to do with the lowering of public
confidence in Americin institutions. Confidence in public institutions, in-
cluding governmental institutions,has declined so much that many observers
have become genuinely alarmed. Obviously, this is due in part to_ ,historical
events such as Watergate in the;)early 1970's. However, a more subtle/dis-
illusion seems to be involved, the reasons for which are not well understood.
Many feel that only the increasing involvement of citizens wi.th7government
officials and decision-makers can reverse thig'decline in trust and
confidence. Whether' citizen participation can restore'confidence in

1/ These paragraphs depend heavily upon Rosenbaum (1976:5-19).

2/ The famous constitutional scholar Carl Friedrich has pointed out that
popular control of goyernment historically did not precede the development
of governmental authority, as we might like to imagine, but that if followed
in reaction to excessive governmental authority (Friedrich, 1950).,

3/. James Creighton points that the contempOrarY emphasis upon admin-
istrative citizen participation arises out-of a demand for a new-kind of
accountability--"issue accountability." People are no longer satisfied in
general accountability at election time--they are demanding accountability
on each issue (Creighton, 1977:44).



government or not--some research evidenceSays it cannot--citizens themselves
are demanding an increasing role in decision-making as they become less confi-

\
- dent that professionals and specialists in government really know what they

are doing.

. A third -reason for citizen p- articipation is that people axe-beginning to feel
their solutions may be at, least as good-as, or better than, those formulated
in Washington, the state capitols, or even in city hall or the county court-
house. Of course, citizens-may be wrongbut that does not reduce the signi-
rficance of the trend. In part this trend results from belief on the part of
citizens that governmental bureaucracies have developed close relationships
with.powerful special interests, and that the.ordinary.citizen has been left
to fend for himself. 4/

j
But these are, as it were, negative reasons fof citizen participation--govern-
ment has become too big, other inst tutions are too big. and held in low esteem,
and "special interests" get the ear f-government more-effectively than citizens.
do. One 0 the majorgreasons for hav'ng citizen,Participation is'overwhelmingly .
positive,.and that is-the'numerous examples of efficient, creative citizen-action
solutions to apparently insolvible'problems. These range 'from simple projects
like community beautifications to complex accodplishments like neighborhood revi-.
talization. One'example is cited by Barry L. Schuttler of.Communify Development
and Community Resources in Rockville, Maryland. 0

A predominantly black inner city area with over 300,000
people faced'the loss of their aging'high.school. Unknown
to city hall, it was the key institution for salvaging the
area of the city. A $10,000jederal grant for community
involvement planning attracted $27,000 in local and stag
matching funds, and in three months, a process was completed
that eight years later is still a model of'achievement.

At the conclusion of two weeks of charrette 5/. planning,
$4.2^million of new funding was attracted to the innovative

' uses proposed for a $10.5 million new high school. In.eight

.

,

, 4/ Interests should, perhaps, not be referred to as "special'. However,
the citizen's assessment is largely accurate. Scoville and Noad, in -

s

research in Verinont, 'showed that, although government Officials and interest,,
group representatives communicated frequently-and effectively:with-each other,

)neithex group communicated either frequently or effectively with citizens
. \-1 (Scoville and Noad; 1973). i

4

,5/ "Charrette" is a problearsolving.process which brings together the
-various interested. parties to develop full -scale plans through- intensive
interaction 'meetings which can last as icing as several weeks.



years-the leaders that emerged from thii.experience
have funded a.200-member community development corporation
and'parlayed $4 million into over $40 million (Schuttler,
1957, T. 13).

r
Schuttler stresses_the point that usually citizens conceive new possibilities
more easily than do'rigidly trained officials and professionals, and that

advantage is one of the most compellingarguments-for'citizen participation.
Its possibilities recommend it, but no one should deny that it can result
in ridiculous failures, like the one in .a midwestern-state where the citizen
participation process brought forth A recommendation to locate park faci
lities at the geographic mid7point ofall of the participants! preferences!

One featufe of modern American economic and political institutions has been
t eir ability to harnesi and channel the energy, resources, and talents of
ndividuals and groups toward the common good--almost"without the individuals

willing it to be so. It is the desire to exploit this ability, through a
partnership of citizens and government, and including other institutions as
well, that motivates the contemporary emphasis upon-Citizen,participation.
It has this potential. However, the common good that results from citizen
participation may not always be that which agency officials and professionals
perceive it to be, and thus they may feel that the process doe's not Fork.
Furthermore, a case can be made for turning more, rather than fewer, deci-
sions over to specialists and bureaucrats, as is.suggested above. Finally,

there is a'very real danger that the public interest could suffer--for
example, in a significant denial of minority rights--with excessive emphasis
upon mass participation.

Because- of this it is important that the role, the potential as. well as the
limitations, of citizen participation be better understood by thoe respon-,

sible for its implementation. That is the objective of this publication.

What is Citizen Participation?

Citizen participation means many different things to different people. These

differences result largely from the various perspectives taken. Citizen parti-

cipation can be.envisioned A certain public or political activities: voting,
running for election, making donations to'campaigns, lobbying, etc.. Citizen
participation can be defined in terms of the. objectives of participants: for
example4 gaining control over a program, or getting a program legitimized by!'
influential community figures. Citizen participation can be defined'inAerms----
of the formal structures within which it occurs: for example,-serving on an

. .,--

advisory committee to the Community-Development Block Grant Program. Citizen
participation. can even be defined in.. terms -of certain highly regarded values

- held by those-defining it: for example, cooptinlg-lpoublic on the one hand,.`
sharing power 'on the. other,t

.. -sr p

-.- - 1. - , .

As a first approximation, the term-may ,be defined as follows: "Citizen parti-

)4
cipation consists of voluntary activities Undertaken by persons in their roles
as,ordinary'citizens, or amateurs, to influence pub4c decisions or'the actions
of public officials." This definition distinguishes citizen participation
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from "social participation," the latter not necessarily being concerned
with influencing public decisions.

Citizen participation, according to, this definition, connotes active
involvement, or some behavior in which the citizen engages. The action
that-the-Citizen takes is intended to convey his or .her viewstb---th-ds-e-7
"in charge". This simplifying of motive-and focus upon. overt- behavior.
may obscure some important issues, such as the significance of "vicarious
participation" and the perceptions that participants have of their behaviors.
But it is its simplicity which makes it useful. .

:-

At least in the extreme cases one can distinguish between political and
administrative decisions. One can also distinguish between-pa ticipation
that is primarily political and that which is administrative, o impinges
upon ,the administrative process. This is discusse4furAer'
in the next section. . For the. moment it is necessary only to point out that
the focus is upon administrative and not upon_political participation. 6/
Thus the primary, concern is with -citizen participation.in the administrative
process exclusive of normal political participation, though each may affect
the other.

Citizen participation in the administrative process may involve, at thg one
extreme, highly organized prograTs in which the administrative, ency takes
the initiative in reaching out to, the citizens and involving the In
situations like this,' exemplified in the' early years by the Cooperat ve
Extension Service's organization of the "Farm Bureaus,' and-in the. 1960's
by 0E0 and Model Cities, and presently;by the U.S. Forest Service, an agency
may spend large amounts of resources on'the citizen participation process. ,

At the other extreme citizen participation may involve±0.ittle more than a
formal policy of opening the administrative process to citizen scrutiny at
certain points, as in the case of holding'ceitain required public hearings.
An agency may have considerable flexibility in its approadh to citizenparti-
ciptation, utilizing one or the other extreme, or operating somewhereibetween
the two. On the other hand, the agency may elect qr be required to use a
specific approach. State highway departments, for instance; usually must
accept citizen unput at certain key Paints in the planning process but have
little'or no obligation to mobilize citizens to bring them into the process.

Another important distinction between citizen participation types involves
the objectives of thecitizenlparticipation effort. In some situations
these objectives are clear and relatively simple, in others they are very
complex or even ambiguous. An 'example of a relatively clear and simple

6/ The line between politics and administration is, admittedly, hard to
find, with the result.that one of the most- controversial aspects of
contemporary citizen participation practice is the classification of
issues- -what issues are political and what'issues are purely technical,

or administrative? Citizen participation tends to define issues as political
which might otherwise.be regarded as technical, at least by, administrators.

1D
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objective would be a decision about t!he use of a'particular part of-a
National Forest. An example of complex and ambiguous objectives'Would-be
the involvement of citizens in the Community Resource Development Pr, oOam
of the Cooperative Extension Service. In cases of the latter type itls
frequently-felt-that citizen-participationris-onlY-part-of-a-more-complex
social development--which may be stimulated by participation.. Hence it may
be difficult to identify objectives clearly at the outset because mazy of
the objectives of the participation will emerge from the process its if -as ,

Athe program evolves.

The typology of citizen participation which results from these two. dimensions
is illustrated in Figure 1,- with agencies' placed into the respective cells of
the table. As can be seen, Community Resource Development is difficult to
locate on the dimension of agency initiative--in sonde cases theie is consider-
able Initiative; in others CRb is viewed primarily as a service delivery
effort, evert though the service may be education, and citizen participptiOn
Is not emphasized.

.*

1

Figure 1

Types of AdministrativeCif Participation

_

Nature of
Citizen
Participation
Objectives

Agency Initiative in Mobilizing
Citizen Participation ,

High Low

Simple

...---

U. S. Forest Service(Highwayr\De artmentsDepartments

.

Complex or .

Ambiguous

Model Citios

Community
Resource Development

I

Planning and
Development Districts

As indicatedindicated previously, the citizen participation this publication is
concerned with, is that with:_c the administrative process? Participation
includes those actiirities engaged in by citizens that are intended to
influence decision-making within agencies or programs. In this context

' citizens are persons who are not associated -with the respective agencies
or programs as employees or officials--they are essentially amateurs. The
agency responsible for managing the citizen participatibn activity has the
responsibility to permit an open process in decision-making.

,,
z
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"Such an open process may result in decisions tha*tare not originally
been desired or recommended by the agency.

'Citizen participation in the administrative pro cess must operate to insure
that the bureaucracy, orgapizedinterest groups, and private enterprises
do not maniRulate citizen. involvement exclusively to achieve their own
goals; otherwise democracy is subverted.

The Role of_Ciizen Participation,in American Polity

A, number of different-grouRtrof actors need to be identified in discussing; .

public decision-making structures in America. These include citizens,
organized interest grolips ("specialjnterests"), and government policy makers.
The latter could, perhaps, be further divided into political and administrative
officials.

A number of-different pro-C'esses can also be identified ip decision-making.
These include the collection, summarization, And expression of citizen'
interests (interest aggregation and articulatiion);-'begislation, or the actual,
formation and determination of policy (decisl.on-making), and administration
of policy (implementation and enforcement).

The Decision- Making Process: A,First Approxiiation

This basic decision-making procesi can be illustrated, at least as'u.,first
approximation, by the schematic diagram in Figure 2. The representation is

1 c.

gure 2

The Basic Decision- Making ProcesS

Deciiion
Making

Citizenry

.12
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a kind of pyramid, with- the citizenry as the base, with e interest
aggregation and articulation mechanisms as the left leg in which ailthority.

. flows upward, with a decisionmakng.point at-the.-'top; and mechanismS far
implementation and enforcement as- the right leg,with policy and its conse-
quences flowing .downward.tO the citizenry., Each-of these parts of the
process -is discussed briefly.

Interest Aggregation andArticulation.--Most of-these activities normally
referred to as "politics"-avoting, running in election, lobbying, party
.activitiesdirect communications withrepresentatives, etc.,-faEl into the.':
category Of collecting-or aggKegating,4tizen inteests and Communicating -

-,or articulating them ultimately in 4 de44:46a-making arena. Not all citizens
participate in public decisi6d-Jbaking eq44-11y, and not all want to paiti4ipate
directly in decision-mak4Ing except Local;t5r:in..-the smallest communities.
Consequently, interest aggregation-and articulation involves various mechanisms*
'of vicarious paiticipation or representation,:in 'which-one Person-sPeaks 4br
a large group of people. _

Generally interest aggregation And articulation, seeks to determine and express
the public will or preference on any particUlar issue. -Public preferences may
be thought of'-in several ways. There is the statistical preference on anissue
as determined by a scientific sampling of. the population. Some of the respon-
dents-feel strongly about their opinions, others do. -not, but all are counted
equally. Public preferences can also,be examined -in terms of the existing
lines of communication, the existing organizational structure, and the existing
power relationships in the community. Only. through these patterns of relation-
ships are public preferences actually-expressed in,public decisions, and these
decisions frequently are not the same as the majority preferences of the
public. Representatives and leaders are simply more:responsive to organized'
interests and to positions and views that are presented-to-them in a highly
organized and articulate fashion. -This is the.reason for the success. Of these
groups in the decision-making realm.

Thus, organized interest groups and persons who perform leadership roles,
either formally or- informally,'play a very.significant part in the process of
interest aggregatiOn.and articulation. It is .afeature of the American system
of government that these interest groups and leaders- operate almost entirely
in the private sector--they are not organs of government. This is one aspect
of the concept of "pluralism" when we speak of ours as a pluralistic system,
a number of-separate, autonompUs groups withistinct purposes functioning

."-within a sihile.culture. Private organized interest groups play an inter--
mediate role- between the individual citizen and government, 'representing their
-constituency with power and resources far above what the individual citizen
could ever bring to bear.

. The other persons who play key toles in'interest aggregation and articulation,
of course, are fvrmally elected representatives. Although there are several
different theories of representation, all involve the presumption that in some
sense repriSentatives express public, preferences or at least the publi!C good
:La-the decision-making process. _Serious questions d6 arise, however,'About
What mechanisms for tileg-election of representatives are most effective



z

'
'

in keeping.representatives accountabVe to the public.. :%--'-

.

.

.
. -. .

Whether this combination of organized private interest iroups,,.politial
. .

.parties, and elected-representatives functions "demoOraticallyr is conti-
=nually debated: Research performed in 'Vermont' -on the communication between
citizens; representatives of. interest group"e; and public officials concluded
thatr.ilthpugh'commAicet±0 betWeen the latter two groups,was.frequent 4lia
'satisfactOry,.comnmnicatrambetween eifizens and both_ interest gro,up And
dfficialswas, rare ancru.R.sa-tisfActory. This was attributed to the citizens''
'inability to understand- the codex nature of many decisions made by the
public agencies.incbntemporary:soci.ety.7/ Othershaveargnea that there-
are-Systerliatic.biasesin.thig-method og aggregating and artidulating'public

.
, preferences, in thatt0e,preferences-of the nor rand une4ucaled are much 4- =

less. likely:to.be.expressed: Indeed, survey evidence shows consistently that
disadvantaged personeRarticipate less in decision- making- processes and pre- -
sumably express their views less frequently and, completely thando other.
_elements of society, and that these class differences are greater in the

., :2.United States than in many other codes: Others have argued that the public
.

interestis-served best-when the preferences of the 'general public. are not

.
directly represented in decision- making, that, indeed, the general public
tendstaward-decidedly anti-democratic. views, and'thA what is .needed is an

,,i
'... enlightened:trite leadership. 4, _.

a

ti

Decigion.:Making.=-Decision-making usually occurs, or at least isformally.
affirmed, in some kind of legislative bOdy,such as a city council or a
'state legislature. It is.really a continuation of the proces of interest
aggregation and articulation, but it is +constrained by certain rules of pro-
cedure which - specify meeting times and places, voting rules, agendas, etc.,
which have the effect of making the decisions formal and public. The decisions
which are made result in public laws.

It-is-useful to distinguish among three types of decisions, or three types of
laws that result from the process of government. The first type is constitu-

.

tional law, the essence of which is to establish the rules whereby government
f4 itself operates--the rules whereby decisions are made. This-includes defining

the relationship which is 'to prevail between citizens and government, e.g.,
forms of representation. The'second type of law is statutory. Statutory laws
are the normal products of legislative bodies and are what we normally-think of
when we think of governmental decision-making. The third type is adminis.tr#ive
law. This is the product of the bureaucracy, which is discussed below...,

Implementation and Enforcement.--This is the final element in the decision--':
making scheme. Implementation and enforcement are the tasks of the bureailoracy.
According to traditional views, the bureaucracy is a politically neutral
mechanism which existsosolely,for the purpose'of implementing the policy:givem
to it in the form of legislation, Consistent with this, the decisions made

,

7/_Scoville and Noad (1973).

I
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8 ..d.1..1411the bureaucracy,' Administrative decisio s., are regarded as technical
r r than political decisions. In faet,.-ther .is constant pressure within

,

i
th bureaucracy to define decisions made there as apolitical, even though
they may have profound polical:jsylseqnenees. This is one of he reasons
for the recent'inlerestin citizen particiPation. Citizens have increasingly.
realized that-in.ta:?complex society many of, die decisions made in the'vAious
govemmental tur4fiCracies are highly politi,cal---although,they may be presented

das purely teehnioal policy. Thus citizens have begun to emand a voice in these
decisions, in addition to their constitutional and legislative role, which has
never been questioned'.

The Role of'the Citizen in this Structure /1

/-
Citizens, and organized interest groups wishing to achieve specific changes,
have, always known that they were most effective when they could impinge upon,
the decision - shaking process at all phase's, rathei than only during those phases
which are formally defined as-"political',""or during the interest agiregation
and articulation-phase. Bachrach and Baratz, in a study of poverty policy iv' .-,
Baltimore, illustrate this position with theit schematic "channel of policy :.

choices,': which is patiAily-reproduced in Figure 3.- The diagram illustrates
(1) all of the points at which a,policy change can be blocked or defeated, and;
-by implicaXion, (2) the wide range of skills and capabilities citizen groups
must have to effectively change policies:

Figure 3 *

Channel of Policy Choices

Issue Formulation 'Decision- Making Arena implementations--

Barrier I:

'Illeonimiknity Values

Bar'rier II: Barrier 1117.

Procedures, Cfe(eat"
Institutions. Modification

";.

Administrative Interpritation,

Influence"blic
Opinion

Write legislation,
ordinances, -

agenda's, etc.

Points where citizen influence
must be 'brought to bear, and
techniques to be used

* Adapted from Bachrach and Baratz (1970:54)

Limited Cnf orcement

Watchdog,
courts

4
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Traditionally, however, citizen
.

participation has occurred primArily in the

interest aggregation and.articulation,procedS.- I limited amount of citizen
participation was possible in the implementation and enforCement.prbcess
through such activities as ,involvement in public" hearings,' service on citizen

'advisory committees, an,d, Nof course, direct election ofeexecutive offices.
Inthis'pattern.citizen rights and privileges and the role of govertment'are.

matters of constitutional. definition. Strong traditions hav,otherwi'ie
resisted extensive involvement of citizens in -the administrative process.' It

is felt that the administration of programs and tie delivery of services

'should not be tainted-by politics of any kind, sameame traditions have resis-

o a- ted extensive involvement-of appointed government officials and bureaucrats in

.
,

the political side of the process far the obvious reason that they have :e4ed. .

I interests in specific programs and policie. However, because of the increasing
4 need for technical expertise in the formulation f policy, andrthe inevitable

politic-1 consequences of normal administration, iis,separation has come' to
l'

. 1 -
,

be regarded by many ap an out -moded myth'. . _:....1 .

. '--,,-
° \

,

The Decision-Making Process with Citizen"
Participation in Administration

1.

In the 1960's the tendencies "to resist citizen partic ation in.admini'stration

were very prominently reversed by legislative' requirements for-citizen parti7
cipation in the administrative aspects of a wide range of 1,qderal programs :"

The new emphasis upon citizen participation in administration had its precursors

in the programs and agencigs of the U.S. Department,of Agriculture, whicthad
for -many years involved substantial "citizen participatio through farmer com-

mittees-of various types and in the Tennessee Valley Authori§, of the 1930's, _

in which a'"new" theory of administration called "Democratic Administration"

was developed.. Democratic Administration was supposed to incorporate a high -

degree of Centralizatiori,necessary for comprehensive and long-range planning---

and a close partnershipZbetween citizens and government. What-Was involved in

all of these schemes--USDA farmers committees, TVA, and the new programs of

the 1960's--was a significant revision of the traditional admiiistrative process

Legislative policy mandates were now very general in nature so that bureaucra-

cies could take the responsibility of m:akirlg their owloispecific administrativd.

rules and procedures. Then the bureaucracies were required to create their'

own mini-governments, complete with/their7134n interest aggregation and artr-
culation processes, so that citizen/ could beCome involved on the administrative

level in influencing pol'cy: 8/

8/ 'The-Community Services Administration recently sponsored the preparation

of a document which identifi ill Federal citizen participation requirements.

-It lists more that 80 difierni specific requirements (Economi and Social
Opportunities, Inc., Citizen Participation Economic and Social Opportunities

Inc., Santa Clara County, California, 1978. This document is available from
the Office of (Inter-'Agency and External Affairs, Community Services Admin-

istration,'Washi,pgton, D.C., 20506.)-
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.,The Structure of Administrative Citizen Participation
r;

.

r7. ': . - -

The structbre of this revision-pf the traationaj. decision - making process
-,

illustrated'in Figure 4. The small pyramid on,the'-right of Figure 4 is
ythe speciAl policy-making mechahism or'mini-government created by the.,bureau-
cracyto implement citizen ptiticipation opportunities or requireMents-.

\
Figu 4

- The Decision-Making Process
with Administrative Citizen Participation

Decision-Making

It

Citizenry -
a

, 7 A

.'This is the type.of2citizen paiticZpation that iSthe subject of nearly all
current discussions of the subject. The agency could be the U.S.. Corks of
Engineers, the'U. S. Forest Service, or the,Social.Security'Administration,

. and the citizen participartiob mechanism could be an advisory.eommittee, a.
publivpreEerence survey, or a planning workshop--all these cases represent
an apPication of bureaucratically sponsored citizen involvement in the
adminstrative proces.
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model,There are ffiany.reasonsfor the a4p,tioli of this .but basically they .

,t-

involve two issues:, (1),GOVernMental decision - making has become highly
i .

,centralized, and.there is a treed to adapt.centralizedAdministration to;
....

\.loc.al coiditions, deniands;" and environments; (2)71t isiimpossible to ..',-,..c . .._ _
, separate completely ,politiss,Lan.d administration, and, consequently !there: is ;-

a need- to. in t$tegrate them in a,gmanner that balances citizen inp with .the-A
. .

vex
.

' pertise.af:th bureaucracy:, Ill fact, _a very important aspect of the-accept-7'

'ance of citiZen-participation-mechanisms by bureaucrats is their recognition
that many ofthe decisions 'they -make 'axe politital and should be treated'as:

k .
.-7,------,,

, 4 . 1.

f.such.f.

N

''''. 1- * e- , .'' 'A,,

As illustraelted in'the schematic diagram-in Figure 4, ad4nistratiVe% citizen ,
;

t, - ve
participation appears-as.a potentially zedundant, tacked on"'fea.ture_of,.,

/administration. It is, and as such it is -quite consistent with astrong
tradition of separation of powers, or of competing powers, in'AMxicgp publict

. , , ..._____

administration. However,,out of this structural anomaly arise many of citizen
participation's potentials, as well as the majority pf its moSserlous probi ms
There is built-in instabilityat several points in this structure. the charap-
te 'stics of administrative citizen partiCipation and some °flits proplems and

,p entials are discussed in the following seCtion.

Characteristics- of Administrati ve el°4izen Participation
....

, ._ e
,.

Administrative citizen participation revises the 11;ditional'decision-making
, .

process inseveral significant ways, and a number painp of,instability and
potential conflictresult. These have both advantages and disadliantages for "

the different parties involved. The major characteristics involve: (l) mm=
biguity of authority, .(2) redundancy of functions, (3)the develoPment of
special relationships between citizens and the bureaucracy, and (4) the
delegation of constitutional questions to tfie,bnreaucracy; These are discussed
below:
, d J 1. 0

I e

Ambiguity of Authority.-- Sponsored citizen participation.reiults in con'siderabl.
ambiguity of authority. The program manager no longer operates in'a clear line'
of alathority within the, bureaucracy alone; he has his own local citizen's group
to which he must respond as well. Figure 5 illustrates this characteristic.

,

Thisambiguity, more'ihan.anything else, has led to yclumes,oangry rhetoric
concerning such projects as "the Poverty Program and Model Cities, and to -

resistance to citizen. involvement by elected officials ands. ,ptiblic administrators.
'On the one hand, citizen groups and their advocates felt betrayed because they
did not have the power they thought they had. On the other hand, local project
managers. -found Washington making them accountable for decisions over which
they had little control. This unstable "tug-and-pull" is probably inherent
in administrative citizen participation until the process of cOoptation becomes
more or less complete 'with 4ttierlhe'citizens and their advocates or the
bureaucracy seizing dominance of the' program., ',-.--

, . ,, .

While it is'hard:to see how this competitiveness anclblurring-of responsibility.
.

, , .

could be favored by a government official, the ambiguity/Of.aUthority can
- frequently be used to advantage .by astute citizets-and I.tii,en. gioups,

./- -1_
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Local Program
,Manager

Ambiguity of Authority in Administrative Citizen Participation

3

c

Cleary this feature of administrative citizen participation pla&es eNtra-
ordinary demands upon public officials and probably' will require, 1n -.the
long run, a new type of administrato---one who .feels comfortable in a.highly
Political-environment.

Redundancy of Functions.--Administrative citizen participation ftequedtly
involves a degree of duplicafcion in legislative functions at. the local level,
as illustrated in Figure 6. boardsof the Communitt Action Agencies
shared, in some respects, respimsibilities with city councils; and the county
officials of. USDA agencies are at least potentially.in parallel with' county
government. This redundancfisarkbre evident where there is overlap in functions
or there the n.-14 agency of administrative participation'serves generar-purpose
Aunctionsl as in the case of the CAP agencies of 0E0.

r

fhis-redundancy may have positive consequences ,for citizens, at least to the
extent. that the competition imp4cit-in alternativ,g/mechanisms leads to moremi,
responsive goverftment. This wag'one of the reasons for using such a structure
in 0E0--it was intended that the.CAP agency would apply pressure to city hall
and the other governmental agencies that it paralleled. It should pot be a

o
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, surprise, however, if this leads to conflict between the two,parallel
,governmental structures. Unfortunately-, it is'not at'all clear what
determines whetherredundant governmental structures lead to more or lessa, ,

responsiveness. Hirs,yan, in his excellent book, Exit, Voice, and LOyalty.
(1970), points to situations,in which the competitton may diminish respon7
siveness. In these situations, .the most quali.ty-conscious constitueqts are.

"drained off" by an .
alternative structure - -pr rate schools,are at' excellent

example.

Figure 6
RedundanCy of Functions in

Administrative Citizen Participation

4

C
Federal Program

.
ir

2

Special Relationships Between Citizens and the Bureaucracy.-- AdministratiVe
,citizen participation fosters the -development of special relationships_
bets:reen the bureaucracy and its various, constituencies. he bureaucracy has
considerable latitude in "mobilizing" the citizenry. This includes the
ability -to identify relevant constituencies (e.s. , farmers; the poor )' 'and to
activate otherwise uninvolved and apathetic constituencies. SubtLe distinc-
tions 'can be made between, the weights applied to'different constituencies in
decision=inakingand all of this because the relationship between the bureau-
sracy and the people is not subject; to the rather :absoldte -and arbitrary
categories of the constitution but is- a matterof .aaminis4rative discretion.
This.is the genius of the Cooperative Extension. Servi.ce-Eeriment Station
complex of the Land Grant universities and the tradttion !I-farmer-committees"
With"in USDA. The agencies can become intimatel.y involved with farmers and
-

.!!
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rural peopketo solve complex technical and social 'problems without

depending upon tl political system for defining each of-these.problems
and each of the audiences.

This sPecialrelationship.that can be deyeloped between citizen and.bureau-
cracyjs particularly important in situations in which, for.olie reason or

another, government must play aleadingrole (e:g., in national emergencies);

also in planning, whether it be economic planning:, planning for.health and

welfare services, or land use planning; or in stimulating or mobilizing those
who, for one reason-or another, have no voice in the political process of
interest - aggregation and articulation, such as the poor and the minorities.

. F

Of course this special raationshipcan be used for either good or bad.
It can be-a:polderfulforce in gaining support for a programand in assisting

a bureaucracy,to adapt itself to Local circums ances. It can, bypinpointing
and Involving relevant constituencies, mabi ze a vast wealth of energy and
expertise that would not otherwise be avai ble. It- can stimulate involvement

and reduce apathy. On the other hand, it can be. used for partisan political
purposes by the bureaucracyland it can result in grois seizure of public,

power bar private interest groups, as has allegedly occurred in the case of

someFederal regulatory agencies.

A particular threat arises.when, as is frequently the case, the citizens
whose participation is "sponsored" become organized politically to influence

"e the underlying decision-making structure through lobbying and various forms

of campaigning. When this occurs, administraiivitizen participation
results in a short-circuiting of the fprmal segmrdtion bptweeip politics and

administration. ,It was this threat thatzklmost frightened\mayors about the
'community organizing efforts of'0E0 in-large cities, and resulted; rt the formal
seperation'of the Cooperative Extension Service from tA AMeriCan F/rn Bureau

Federation in theA19501s.-

. There is.an irony in this observation. at is precisely when citizen partici-,

patilon eqerts are genuinely successful - -when, citizens becothe organized to

"4- articulate their political views-effectively--that administrative support for

them must be cut off for formal reasons. The irony is inherent in its struc-r

ture.

Delegation of Constitutional Questions to the Bureaucracy.--It is also ironic,

that.phe effort to-bring bureaucracy under closer control4a scrutiny by

citizens actually results in extending bureaucratic autho :ty er another

realm of citizen behavidr--that of participation in decision -making. ,This

feature has.led some scholars of both conservative and liberal Tersjiasions

to be highly critical of the process. Whe'l an agency of government, e'.g.1

-a.state highway department-4 'is given the responsibility of including citizen
participation in its decision-making process, it-is necessarily also given
the authority of,decidini who shall be selected for, what issues, how.dif--
ferent citizens',preferences shallbe weighed, etc.. These are.historically
regarded as basic constitutional controls safely protected from bureaucratic

intrusion'.

-34
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Administrative citizen participation, in effect, becomes a'matter of
Statutioty law in the rare instances when citizen participation requirements,

theyare clearlysspecified,or a matter oi'administrative law when they are not.
For example, who is a citizen? And who kas the, right to decide who, is a

citizen when ealth planning boards are created? Who isla citizen?' And who
) has the right decidewho is a citizen when the Coopers ive Extension

Service prepares its county plans-of-work? In both situations bureaucrats
have the responsibility of determining citizenship qualifications.for their
ageficy,_and then of develdping procedures for selection, if not,selecting
the representatives th elves. It is ironic-that-citizen groups"should
hive to ,go to the Federal egister to determinetheistatus as citizens
vis-a-vis Federal programs such as the HUD Block Grant Program. .

iewed from a different perspective, however, this Same featur is positive.
.

*For example, it is widely recogniz&thatcitizens are very unequal in the
infuenCe:they have on the political'system. cVany do not participgte at all.
Sponsored citizen participation can be uses to help bring these peollle'inte
the governmental system. If thd bureaucracy can selectively stimulate in
,yolvepent- and seek out otherwise repressed.views, the reskts may be viry
lialuaEle: People from different wkas vary-tremendously in the issues that
concern them and ill the degree to which they are committed to a particular'
cause. The flexibility available.to an agency charged with Citizen parti-
cipation allows the agency to proceed,tationally from identifying the most
interested,and most committed publie's to setting ;gals and priorities in
consultatica_with those)vblics, without having to W'Rrry about consulting
those who are uninterested and uncommitted.

The net effect of these four characteristiCS of administrative citizen parti-
cipation is to grant extraordinary authority to the bureaucracy and to involve
the' bureaucracy explicitly in political activities.- As a recognition of the
fact that bureaucratic decisions frequently are political, this is simply
necssary. However, the extent of authority given to the bureaucracy strongly C
suggests the need for two safeguards: (1) Controls in the form of specific
legislative guidelines for citizei participation, perhaps to be enforced by
a separate agency of government; (2) The development of professional codes of
ethics for procedures by administrators and community organizers who have
the responsibility for impleme4ing citizen parZicipation requirements for
the bureaucracy. Because of t4e4ttradition of political neutrality, uni-
Versities and uniyeTsity extensibiC ervices are especially well suited to play
a'role in keepin cizen paitici ion programs "honest." However,- this role-

will. not be easy t `playl'and it 11 require a thorough understanding bot17. of -
the political system and of the dynamics of participation.

Objectives and Accomplishments of Citizen Participation

Manyf'object yes of citizen participation have been identified, and they differ
substantially. depending upQn whose views are considered. Followipg are some
of the most impqttant: =

-Cs
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Sharing Power with Citizens

This has beri one of the most important and controversial objectives of
citizen participation. There is. .argumept both about whether it should
be an objective of citizen participation efforts and whether it has been
achieved. Though recent citizen participation efkorts have not resulted
in any radical restriUcturing of power in the United States as some had
hoped, they have certainly increased the power of citizens over programs

7 in many localities at least briefly. Citizen participation can increase
citizen power. Furthermore, there is considerable e dence that this has 4

-
improved the/quality of many kinds of programs.

.

.Infltrending Citizen Attitudes r.
.,... 6-. ,

'One impOrtant objective of citizen participation efforts has been to generate
more positive attitudes toward government, to reduce feelings of apathy and'
alienation among those who are poor and unrepresented, and to educate citi-
zens in public affairs., To goals or targets of influence upon citizen
attitudes are of particular interest: trustin:government and feelings of
political 'effectiveness. ,Although considerable research evidence indicates
that feelings.of political effectiveness can be improved by citizen parti-
cipation, trust in government apparently is not. necessarily Increased. This
is a. very complex problem, but it appears that citizens are more influenced
by results, by whether-they eget what they want, than by the simple exercise
of participation. Of course, this is a quite, rational way for citizens to
tespond, but it suggests that too much may-have been made of the psychological
importance of participation.

a.

Mobilizing the Resources of.,the Citizenry

As su(gested in the Introduction, this is one of the most important benefits
of citizen participation. Citizens have special insights and information.
They frequently can solve problems in more creative ways than can bureaucrats,
and they can provide important human and financia-Fresources. One of the more
significant resources is thatpf leadership, and there is substantial evidence
that the programs of citizen p1articipation of the last two decades have developec
many new leaders who would otherwise never have had the opportunity_ to use their
leadership skills. It appears, in fact, that the creation of new leadership
is one of, thelmost promising aspects of citizen participation programs,
hampered primarily by the timidity of program managers.

Gaining Credibility_ for Programs,

While it, is clear that citizen participation is important in gaining suppo'it
for programs, the results depend entirely upon which citizens are involved.
In conflictual situations the involvement of certain segments of the population

- can result in attrac 'ping opposition. In general, however, citizens who have
been involved in pragram formulation and planning are more likely to enlist

%support for such a program than those 14ho have' not. This is clearly one of
the main reasons public administrators are willing to implement citizen parti-
cipation.'
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Reducing Conflict

Some. have argued that citizen participation_is an effective wg.y of reducing

confl4 t. Others have argued that citizen participation, paiticularly
the DO and Model Cities programs of the nineteen sixties, engendered un-
neCessary disputes. hatseem to be the case is that citizen participation

has the potential- of ecreasing extreme and destructive conflict by airing
conflictual issues cpenly and attempting to resolve them one by one rather
than allowing theh to cumulate and become explosivee,but it may increase the
frequency of low level conflicts. The ambiguity of- authority inherent in most
citizen participation structures virtually. guarantees some contention if
citizen participation is genuine and if program managers are conscientious.
Indeed, if no conflicit-is occurring, it 1.§ very likely no citizen,partici-
pation is occurring.

Determining Citizen Preferences

The form of democratic administration discussed above requires a mechanism
=by which citizen preferences within the Context of an agency or specific'

program ca be determined directly by the agency or program objective. The
express'on of these preferences may take the survey form in 'which the views
of all citizens, are represented, frequently, giving equal consideration to many
who are poorly informed on the relevant issues; or the preferences may be ,
filtered through the pluralistic system of leaders and interest groups, which
can result in an overly narrow and arbitrary representation, a situation in
which "the wheel that squeaks the loudest gets the grease." The true objective
is to develop the most efficient techniques for communication-between citizens
and the agency invaliged and to weigh preferences in a manner that represents
the best information and results in the widest "public good."

Guidelines for Effective Citizen Participation

There is extensive literature with many detailed findings. about what types of

citizen participation efforts' have worked and what types have not worked. The

variety of the types and the objectives of citizen participation is so:_great,
ihough, and human behavior is so complex that it is neither possible nor
desirable to conclude that there are unchanging principles of citizen parti- 7

cipation. What we attempt to do here is to discuss some guidelines that emerge
fiom this literature,9/ These guidelines must be applied with discretion to
each concrete situation.

9/ For more detailed treatments of the rgsearch findings., see Yin,
(1973); Marshall (1971); and Voth (1976).

r) 4
'-

I
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Tangible Benefits

One of the most important principles, and one frequently overlooked, is that
participants must receive some tangible benefit, from participation or else
they will not participate very long. Of course, people vary tremendously in
their values and what -they feel would benefit them. 'Nevertheless, ehA,;Person
responiible for implementing citizen participation programs should always ask

\ himself or herself what citizns Will get out of,participating. Unfortunately,
the positive effects of many types ofparticiOtion, such as' voting, are
`public, and cannot eesily be perceived as individual benefits by each parti-
cipant. Under{ these circflmstances the inclination may be actually not to
participate.

Neither have attempts made to bribe°people into partictpating,been impressive-
in their results. A more important tangible benefit that can"be given to
participants is assurance that their voice will be heard--they can and should
be given at least some pOwer, and the power they have should be cleatly under-
stood.

Representation

Citizen participation frequently involves some form ofsreprsentative structure
and many who are not themselves directly involved are quite satisfied if they
feel they are well represented (vicarious participation). The best forms of

4representation actually are very difficult to prescribe. However, some gener-
alizations can be made about what has seemed to work-best:

1 1. General elections are not necessarily .the best way tlp select representative!
-Turnouts.are frequently too low to beimeaningful. Forum or community
meetings may be better in some instances. However, if a substantial
question of authority, is involved, so-that people might bepconcerned
about the legality of'the-represen;ation, elections should be considered.

2. However selected, at least a majority of representatives should be
selected by the constituency and not by the sponsoring age'hiy.

3. All-proceedings, including the time of lections, should be well
publitized. Meetings of representativs should be held at specific
times, well publicized in advance, with procedures that are well known
and agreed upon.

4. The-important elementlof representativeness is the existence. of some
kind of on-,going relationship between the constituency and the
representative--the need for accountability. Requiring regular reporting
back-to the constituency by representatiVes and some form of effectille
competition for serving_ as a representative are effective ways to assure
this.

ti .
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Southern Rural Development Center
Box 5406 -

. Mississippi State, MS 39762

-
The SRDC is one of 'four regional rural development
centers in the nation.. 'It coordinates cooperation
between the Research (Experiment" Station) and
Extension (Cooperative Exterision Service) staffs at

.land-grant institutions in the South to provide tech-
nical- consultation, research,, training, and evaluation
services for rural development This publication is one
of several published by the Center on various needs, -
program' thrusts, and research efforts in rural develop- .

ment. For more infortnation about SRDC activities
and publications, write to the Director.

Other services are available through the .Centei7, virtually upon
request. The SRDC is'ready. to serve in any way it can in the total develop --
went of the Southern region, to make the "New South" become a ."Better South"
as a place to live, work, and play.
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= Resources

Resources need to be made available to participating citizens and partidi-

- pating citizen organizations. Without this, without control of the resources

available to them, they cannot be effectixe.

Authority
1

At least some authority must be given to participating citizens, and.the

authority they have must be well defined'and well understood. A frequent,

and unfortunate, tactic of agencies'is to promise authority in vague terms

in order to stimulate participation. This authority is then'Trogressively

withdrawn as actual decisions are made. Obviously this can lead to disil-

esionMent on the part of participants.
;

Agency Good Faith

This is paramount, as is evident from the structural arrangements under which

administrative participation occurs. Administrative participation cedes so

much authority to the bureaucracy that no matter what form or type of parti-

cipation is used, it simply cannot'work if the agency sees it as no more than

a token requirement, or simply as a means to achieving narrowly Conceived

agency goals--such as increased budgets. To say this in a different may, aim
ingenious bureaucrat can find,,aiway to sabotageor exploit any citizen' .

participation requirement. Researchers repeatedly have found that agency

good faith is more important-than. the formal structures used. Unfortunately, -

is no way to guarantee it!
7

Technical Assistance

One of the greatest hinderances to citizen participation is the lack of

technical. knowledge on the part of citizens. Citizens are easily intimidated

because of this, and the quality of their input is frequently low for the

same reason. Thus, in many situations it will be-necessary to provide citizen

participalts with technical assistance.fromunbiased sources.

Planning for Citizen Participation:

As will be.dscussed further below, effective citizen participation requires

careful planning. This includes three primary consideratiOns. First,

citizen participation efforts must be integrated into the decision-making or

planning process which they are'designed to affect.. For autonomous citizen

groups this may mean planning citizen participation to correspond, with agency

planning procedures; for agencies it should mean designing planning-procedures

to facilitate citizen participation. Citizen participation, like evaluations

does not work well when it is "tacked on." Secondly, adequate time must be

allowed for the citizen participation process to be effective. 'Finally, plan-

ning must consider both a selection and'a combination of techniquesrfor the

most effective strategy. Too frequently-citizen participation efforts have
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been based upon exclusive u'se of one or two favorite ,techniques without
adequate consideration of how they fit into the, entire,at cess.

Valid Information
dim

It is important _that _participabts: and agency_ personnel understand, the nature
of Valid information'and the nature of the deciaions being made-in the parti-
cipation process-. Frequently it-is alleged that only."objective" information
is legitimate, or that certain decisions are technical rafher 'than political.
In general, the use.of,citizen participation in theadministrative process
implies: (1) that .emotional considerations,.as well as objectiVe data, are
admissible', and that (2) at least some -questiona previously.regarded-as
technical or administrative will be treated as political. These two-issues
are, in fact, a very large wt of the citizen participatiOn "game."

Identification of Publics

It is important for both agency personnel and citizen groups who are
designing citizen participation efforts to identify potential audiences
early in the process. This frequently can be done through interviews with
informed members of the community. One effective strategy of groups that
may wish, for whatever reason,^to undeimine a citizen participation effort, is
to stay out of the process, until the very end, and then to make much of the
fact that their views were not considered. Similarly, groups:that have been -

excluded inadvertently may demand reconsideration of previously made decisions
when. they. do join. There is a chance of avoiding these problems/if potential'
audiences are identified early and accurately.

Implementation of Citizen Participation Programs

The implementation of citizen participation effort's involves a cotsideration:of
ay strategy, or design and (2) citizen participation techniques.' The strategy
directs the overall plan; the techniques arethe specific actions to be taken-.

. ,. .

The choice of both strategy and techniques will bedictated by the objectives
of the citizenTarticipation effort. Are the objectives straightforward, or
are they complex.andcambiguous? Does one wish to have a relatively 'simple
question answered-, or is. One seeking to stimulateia complex social action
process that is open ended?

.

- .--
.

.. . , _

Stralegy and techniques,of citizen participation will also depend-very-heavily
upon who takes the.initiative. Is the initiative-taken by the agency? Or is

. .

it being taken by an autonomous citizen group in ordeeto exploit opportunties -

for access=to the adMinistrative process?
.

. . .

'' There are some excellent recent publications that provide detailed discussions
of

present
citizen participation strategy and techniques. Rather that-to-try

.

t_to resent specific echniques in this publication, which would take°too much

0_
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additional'space, selected sources on'techniques of citizen participation
are reviewed below. However, before the's'e sources are discussed, several
generalizations can be made about citizen participation strategy.

The Strategy Question--Design of Citizen Participation Programs

Citizen participation strategy is simply a method of designing a program so
that a sequence of:4vents leads' most efficiently to achievement of the
objectives. Thus strategy implies the existence of phases or steps in the
process, whether it is highly structured. or whether it is a.-more open "social
action" prodes.

Phan es. -- Some legislative citizen participation requirements_ specify the steps
or phases through which certain programs must proceed, in these instances at
least some of the strategy is predetermined. Eyen if it is not, one can
.generalize both about,,the broad phases-involved in a.citizen participation pro-
gram and about the directions s-in which the procesp must proceed. Connor
identifies the five-following phases that occur in parallel in theplanning
process and in the citizen involvement 15rocess that accompanies it 'Connor,. 197

Planning Process Public Participation Process

1. Start-up StartTup
2. Collectinkinformation Collecting information
3-. Developing alternative solutions Mutual education
4. Detailing selected solutions Determine public preferences
5... Decision Decision and follow-up

- The paraileljtreatmeneol the ',tanning process and the participation process
underlines an important point, and that is that the strategy.of participation
should follow closely the qrategy implicit in the process, upon which it is
supposed to have an effect;'itshould not merely, be "tacked on:"

n -7
.

, c
- Major 3c-5.-il`ections to Work Toward. - -One can identify four directions toward which

citizen'participation programs.'must'proceed more or less simultaneously:

1. Increasing awarness on theart of the public;

2. Increasing support among the7pubAic, both, for the procesS:an
itt outcomes;

3. Increasing the availability and use of valid information;

4. Narrowing the options to the point where decisions are made'and actions
are carried out.

These directions are true for social action or community development efforts
ofagencieg such as utility companies and the United _States Chamber of Commerce
on the one hand, and. or highly structured citizen partipipation programs on
the other. They impose constraints upon eachother- indeed, they may even
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seem to be contradictory in effect. That is why strategy is so important.
For example is easier, in many cases, to narrow options and make decisions
when.public awa eness is kept at 'a minimum or when the data inputs are limited.'
However, this is obviously nqt desirable in the long view. The distribution
of.Support-for both the procdS and its 'outcomes is influenced by decisions
that are made, and some decisions will reduce support as the citizen participati
program evolves -- nevertheless, decisions must be made. Thus the narrowing
of options_ has the potential of -reducing support. Finally, the addition of new
participants as awareness of the process increases, or as new data are acquired,
always creates.the possibility that previous decisions till need to bei!con,-
sdered and that, in fact, options cannot be narrowed effectively in close
synchronization with the other directions.

Nevertheless the objective of strategy is to applyvarious citizen participation
techniques to'try to move in all four directions simultaneouily, or at least
to avoid'any serious dislocations on one dimension as the result'of movement
on any of the others.

'Citizen Participation Techniques
-Y,

Ap amazing variety of things' has been employedas techniques of citizen parti-
cipation, from marching and singing,on'one extreme to highly formal procedures
like Delphi 10/ on the other:" A brief publication such as this does not'lend
itself to a detailed treatment of individual techniques, nonis it necessary,
since several such treatments exist and are readily available; Consequently,
this publication need only present an overview of the materials and resources.
available. Several different studies are reviewed,- some other resource are
mentioned, and one compilation of thirty-four techniques is reprinted with
permission from Public Management.

The. publications reviewed below each have an extensive list of techniques.
A complete accounting coulinclude more than one-hundred-different ones,
depending upon how they were classified. Each of the publications, treats a
somewhat different functional area (transportation planning, social services

lanning, etc.). Several-of them provide detailed discussions-of individual
r-citizen,participation techniques and detailed instructions on how -to carry-

out the:Various citizen participation programs, as well as extensive biblio-
graphies.

The Futurist.-- Aldefi Lind, a political scien4ist, in an article, "The Future
of Citizen Involvementr." in the December 1975 issue of The Futurist,' was
concerned with declining confidence in and increasing alienation from govern-
.ment by the citizenry. Linereviewed 18 modes for encouraging citizens to

,

1.0/:Del.,Phi:isasystematic -process in Which'increaiingly:IOCUSed'questidhs.
are 'subMitted to apane/ofHexperta.: ;used

to--reformulate and refocus questions for.the.:next phase until the-isshe is

resolved.satisfactoriiy.' -
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become more actively involve&in political processes. Lind further noted
that there were many dimensions of involvement and offered four as contri-
-buting to better- understanding of stich'phenomena as alienation and lack of
trust:

4 Accessibility or the ability to participate in terms of time
and costs;

00

2. Scheduling and coordination of involvement activities;

3. InfOrmation and media properties that assist in effective
ticipation;

4. Process embeddedness that aids it motivating involvement.

Citizen Participation in Social Services Planning.-.- The Research Group,'Inc.,.
ofAtlanta, Georgia prepared a publication on Techniques for Public Information-
Participatiodi Review and Comment in Soclal.Service.74Planning, published in
August, 1976, for the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

This publication concerns meeting Title 30Cregulations which respond to the
Social Security Act requirement that/the Comprehensive Ann al Services
Program should provideaniopportunity for Citizens ofithe state to gain
"comprehensive and meaningful insight into each state's Service Plat' so that
they, as an informed citizenry, can affect the state decision-making process. ".
The Research Group refers to its publication.as a manual which identifies:

1. Suggested participants in the public participation process;

2. Recommended techniques for informing and involving citizens;
A

. .

3. Data collection methods; and,

4. How to incorporate citizen comments in.the Plan.Document.

This publication is a response to specific statutory equirement and related
administrative regulations for .citizen; participation.,,rt suggests a highly
structured set of techniques cont lled by the "pianners" 9r "administrators."

,

Seven techniques were highlighteddas being useful. Each of the teckliques
was discussed relative to Title XX components or activities/ participantion,
-allection of data, banefits and drawbacks. No bibliography' provided for 1'.collection
additional information.

Transportation Planning.--One of the more extensive discussions of a planning
process and of techniques that may be utilized ink administrative citizen
participation can be found in "a two volume publication, Effectiye Citizen
Participation in Transportation Planning,published La 1976 by -the- Federal
Highway Administration of the United States Department of Transportation.
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Volume One presents a concept for citizen participetiOn in transportation
. pl'anning along with eight case studies. The conceptis' tailored to meet

legal citizen participation requiredentS--both statutory and administrative.'
% highly structured participatory Planning process is presented, consisting
of 19 planning steps.

Volume Two is subtitled "A Catalog of Techniques" -and identifies thirty-four
-,direct participatiOn techniques and' `three indirect-participatiod'techniques-.----
*Each of the thirty-four direct participation techniques is discussed_as to:

1. Description and. strategy;

. 2. Positive features;

3. Negiltive features;

Potential for resolving issues;.

. Program utilization;

6. Costs involved:-

Some of the techniqUes haVe been used experimentally; some are theoretiCal
and have-not been used previously..

A capsule of these techniques
of Techniques and Critiques,"
'which'is reproduced beginning

appears in Judy
in the December
on p. 29.

B. Rosenei's article "A. Cafeteria
1975,,issue of Public Management,

Citizen Involvement imLand Use.--Nelson M. Rosenbaum's 'Citizen Involvement in
Land Use Governance: Issues and Methods, published by the Urban Institute
in late 1976, focuses attention on the structure and implementation of citizen
involvemeht programs. Rosenbaum traces the origins and objectives of citizen
involveMent in the American political scene, noting formal opportunities-for
such involvement in goVernmental decision-making.

A general framework is set forth for the organization of'citizen
programs,_ consisting ofa set of s.,tmple sequential components:

1. Public preparation
_

a

involvement

educating the public on-Ithe basic concepts and_processes of
-decision=making...

Providing accurate,understande ble information about cqiiAnt policy
issues and notifying the public about opportunities t '1103-titipate.,

2. Citizenjparticipation

.

Working with the members of affected publics.

' Determining aggregate support or each policy alternative.
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3. Governmental Accountability

Explaining rationale for particular policy decisions.

Provide/opportunities for fdrmal testing-of fairness and
responsfVeness of decisions to citizen needs.

The 'design and implementation. -6f-Citizen-jinvolvement-programs -are also
'discussed and further readings are provided as' a practical reference
guide to,the literature'on citizen involvement.

Citizen Participation in Natural Resources Planning.-- Thomas A. Heberlein,
in a paper entitled Principles of Public Involvement (1976), discusses
citizen participation from the perspective of agencies responsible for public
natural resources (National Park Service, U.S. Forest Service, etc.). These

A agencies have paid particular attention to methods of analyzing and using
public'input received in meetings, indirect mailing, and in surveys. Heberlei
discusses ten forms of public involvement and 'evaluates each in terms of the
functions of communication, interaction with the public, assuring the public,
and ritualism.' R.tualism refers to_ simply meeting formal requirements.

Citizen Participation in U.S. Forest Strvice Decision-Making.-- The U. S.
Forest Service has carried out some of the most . highly developed citizen

involvement programs. Two publications discuss these efforts and the citizen
participation techniques used: John.D. Hendee, et. al., Public Involvement .

and the Forest Service: Experience,Effectiveness, and Suggested Direction: A
Report from the United States Forest Strvice Administrative Study of Public
Involvement.'' (Washington, D.C.: 1973), Robert M..Lake (ed.), Forest Service
Inform and Involve Handbook (Draft).. (Washington, D.C. 1977).

Both publications discuss in some detail the acquisition of information-from
the pyblic and methods for analyzing this information and utilizing it. The

second volume has a list of 57 citizen participation-techniques, each of which

is discussed from the following perspectives:

1. Specific objectives of-the technique;

rocedures;--.

3, Costs;

4. dyantages;

5. Disadvantages. /

ThiS publicationl-then, providesa very extensive
wide variety of citizen participati.on techniques
grates these techniques into the Forest Service plannihg

overall citizen par'ticipatdlou strAtegY.

sketch of the potential of a
The publication also inte- 2

processl-creating an
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Another rapidly growing resource for techniques of citizen participation
is private consulting firms. A large number of firMs are now involved in
this area; the two below 46 presented as illustrative-only.

Synergy.--This firm,' which is located at 21341 Columbus Avenue, Cupertino,
California, 95014, specializes in teaching citizen involvement techniques
to public officials and others who have responsibility for interacting with
the public.. The objectives of the seminars are to teach:participants how to
design citizen participation programs, how to conduct public meetings which
encourage participation, and how to analyze data from the public for use in ,
decision-making. The ft= also designs citizen participation programs for
clients.

Connor Development Services Ltd.-,This firm is located at 275 King Street,
Oakville, Ontario, L6J1B8, Canada: It provides training workshops,for
public officials and corporation persdnnel, designs and manages citizen
participation programs, and provides a wide range of additional,services-,
related to citizen participation. Desmond Connor, president of the firm, is
the author of Citizens Participate, a 64-page Handbook on citizen participation,
and the editor of Constructive Citizen Participation,-.a periodical devoted
entirely to citizen,participation issues.

N
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A Cafeteria of Techniques and Criticiues *
Judy,B. Rosener

Gradua'e School of Administration
.Unive Irvine

Federal and state citizen ,gandetes continue to proliferate,
yet they remain vague and ambiguous. ,:pey contain few standards which,indis-

cate the farm thit-participatiod,should, take, or how to distinguish between

quantity and quality; There.is'confUstan,over how td involve citizens; and

how to measure, the effectivenkss of'that involvement assuming it can be

generated. t

Traditionally, citizen paiticipation h4s.performed'a reviewfunction, a'

.kind of check on the policy decision .of elected officials. Thus,-peribdic
voting, public hearing's, and advisory committees have been considered suf-

ficient avenues for citizen involvement.. But the issues and Federal pro-

. grams of the '60's and '70's have produced changes in who participates,

'haw they participate, -why they participate, and when inthe decision process

they expect to participate.

As a result, administrators must b%gin to look into the form, style, and
_objectiveS of Public participation as well as the conditions under which it

'shbuld take plade. And they must recognize that although there is no for

mula for success, and, in fact, involVing citizens in decision making has

inherent risks, it is possible to design participation strategies which will

satisfy the needs of politicians, administrators, and citizens alike.

The matrix presented on (pages 54 to 56) deals primarily with functions which,

participation techniques perform fort administrators and public officials;

however, flifunctions that these techniques perform for citizens do not

differ sigUificantly. 415E-te differences between administrators and citizens

do occur as an the us of the various techniques.

For example, ah'urban manager may wish .to develop support for a specific pro-

gram, while citizens may wish to genetaite alternatives to that progra2-.

Both groups would-a,tred that developing support and generating-alternatives

are functions important to them. The problem arises when techniques are

.chosen with the futctional interests of only one' group in mind.

hetechniques-chosen.:fai:inclusiOnTin the matrix come p

s udy, Effective Citizen Participation in Highway Planni
U: S. Department of Transportation by Arthur D. Little, Inc. The study is

a comprehensive compilation, description, and analysis of a large number of
participation techniques, and is an invaluable resource for those interested

incitizen participation,

imarily from the
g,.prepared for the

Reprinted from the. December,-1975 issue of PUBLIC MANAGEMENT by special

permission c 1975, the International City Management Association.

;.)
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The matrix by no means includes all, participation techniques, functions, or

literature sources. Rather, it is an attempt to encourage viewing partici-
pation in a new context. In order to simplify its use, only the functions
felt by the author to be best performed by a given'technique have been checked

in the matrix.

A warning must be sounded to those, who would usethe matrix indiscriminately.

Timing, cost, the kind and complexity of ssues, the quality and quantity of
available resources, community characteristics, the political climate, and
other actors contribute considerably to the possible success or failure, of

any specific technique. Thus, the decisiaato employ any technique, or combi-
nation of techniques, must be accompanied by an appraisal of the context within

which the participation will take Place.

Description of Functions

Identify Attitudes and Opinions..-determine ,community and/or interest

group' feelings and priorities.

Identify Impacted Groups.-Tdeeermine which groups will be directly or
indirectly affected by policy and planning decisions.

- Solicit Impacted Groups.--invite the individuals and groups thought to'be

impacted by the program to participate in the planning process.

Facilitate Participation --make it: easy for individuals and groups to

participate.
.1

Clarify Planning Process.--explain or otherwise inform the pub,lic on .

planning,' policies, projects, or,prozesses. .

Answer Citizen Questions...-provide theopportunity for citizen or group

representatives to ask questions.

Disseminate- Information,--transMit i-nformation to the public; includeS

techniques which provide access to information.
. .

Generate NewIdeas and Alteernatives..--providethe:ibpporeunity,for citizens
or.group representatives, to suzgesalternatives or new ideas.

a.

Facilitate Advocacy. -- provide assistance in developing and presenting a
particular point of view or alternati.ve.

Promote Interaction between' Interest Grous. bring'interest group
representatives together for exchange of views.

Resolve Conflict.- `mediate and resolve interest group' differences.

IlEilLtEmEntlipfjLtjay1724.--provide an opportudity for policies
to be:reviewed.

Change Attitudes toward Governmefit.--make individuals or groups view

government differently.

J
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Develop Support/Minimize Opposition.--explain the costl_ benefits, and
tradeoffs to-the public, thereby defusing possible opposition and building.
support.

. Participation Techniques

Arbitration.and_Medliption Planning.-.-utilization-Of labor-management
mediation and arbitration techniques toettle-disputes-between interest
groups in the planning process.

0

Charrette.-- interest'process which convenes interesgroups (governiental and
non-governmental) in intensive interactive meetings lasting from several days
to several weeks.

4

Citizen Advisory Committees.--a generic term used to denote any of several
techniques in which citizens are called together to represent the ideas and
attitudes of variousgroups and/or 4cDmmunities.

Citizen Employment.--concept involves the diiect,-employment of client
representatives; results in continuous input of client values and t9terest
to the policy and planning process.

.

Citizen Honoraria.--originally devised-ii an ancentive for participation
of low- income citizens. Honoraria differs from reimbursement for expenses in
that it dignifies thestatus of thg citizen and places a value on his/her

-participation.

Citizen Referendum.--a statutory technique whereby proposed pulic
measures or policies may be placed .before the citizens-by a ballot procedure
for approlral/disapproval or selection of one of several alternatives.

Citizen Representation on Public Policy-Making Bodies.--refers to the
composition of-publicpolicy-making boards either partially or *wholly of
appointed or elected, citizen representatives.

Citizen Review Board.--technique in which decision-making authority is
delegated to citizen representatives who are either elected, or appointed to
sit on a review board with the authority to review alternative plans and
'decide which plan should be implemented.

Citizen Surveys of Attitudes and Opinions.--only technique other than
talking with every citizen that is statistically representative of all
citizens; allows for no interaction lagween citizens and planners.

Citizen Training.--technique facilitates participation through providing
citizens with information and planning and/or leadership training, e.g., game
simulation, lecture, workshops, etc.

Community Technical Assistance. - -a generic term covering several techniques
under'which interest groups are given professional assistance in developing and
articulating alternative plans or objections to agency proposed plans and
policies.' Some specific techniques are:



Advocacy Planning.--process whereby affected groups employ
professional assistance directly with private funds and .

consequently have a client-professional relationship.

Community Planning Center.-- groups independently plan for their
community using technical assistance employed by and responsible
to a community-based citizens- group.

Direct Funding to Community Groups.-- similar process to advocacy
planning; however funding comes from a government entity.

Plural Planning.--technique whereby each interest group has its own
planner (or group of planners) with which to develop a proposed plan--
based on the group's goals and objectives.

Computer-based Techniques.--a generic term describing a variety, of
experithental techniques which utilize computer technology to enhance citizen
participation.

Coordinator or Coordinator-Catalyst.--technique vests responsibility
for providing a focal point for citizen participation in a project with .a
single individual. Coordinator remains ih contact with all parties and
channels feedback into the planning proc6s.

Design-In.-7refersto a variety of planning techniques in which citizens
work with maps, scale representations, and photographs to provide a better
idea of the effect on their community of.proposed plans and projects.

Drop-In Centers.--manned information distribution points where a citizen
can stop in to ask questions, review literature, or look at displays concerning
a projec't affecting the area 4.n which the center is located.

Fishbowl Planning.--a planning process in which all parties can express'
their support or opposition to an alternative before it is adopted, thereby
bringing about a restructuring of the plan-to the poini where it is acceptable
to all. InvoLves'ySe of several participatory techniques-public meetings,
public brochures, workshops,'and a citizen's .committee.

Focused Group Interviews.--guided interview of six to 10 citizens in
which individuals are exposed to others' ideas and can react to them; based
on the premise that more 'information is available from a group than froin
members individually.

,Game Simulations.--priMary focus is on experimentation in a.risk -free
environment with various alternatives (policies, programs, plans) to determine
their impacts in a simulated environment where there is no actual capital
investment and no real consequences at stake.

Group Dynamics.--a generic term referring to either interpersonal
techniques and exercises to facilitate group interaction or prOblem-solving
techniques designed to highlight-substantive issues.
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Hotline.--uied to denote any publicized phone answering system
connected with the planning process. Hotlines serve two general purposes:
1) as an avenue for citizens to phone in questions on a particular project
or policy and receive either a direct answer or an answer by return call; or
2) as a system whereby the citizen can phone and receive a recordedlmessage.

_ _Interactive Cable TV- based. Participation.--an_experimental _technique _ _

\

utilizing two-way co ial cable TV to solicit immediate citizen reaction; this
technique is only no in the initial stages of .experimentation on a community
level.

Media-based Issu.k Balloting.--technique whereby citizens,are informed-of
the existence and scope of a public problem, alternatives are 'described, and'
then citizens are asked to indicate their views and opinions.

Meeting\\,s -Sominunity-sponsored.-.-organized by a citizen gronp.or.organi-
N

zation; these meetings focus upon a particular plan or project with the
\

\

objective to provide a forum, for discussion of ,various interest group pers-
\pectives.

\
.

Meetings--Neighborhood.--held,for the residents of a specific neighborhood
that has been, or.,will be, affected by,a specific plan or project; and usually
are held either very early. in the-planning process or when the.plans 4aVe been
developed: ,

Meetings--Open Informationel (also "Public Forum").--meetings which are held
.voluntarily by an agency to present detailed infOrmation onv particular plan
or project at any time during the process. '-''

, .

Neighborhood' Planning Council.--a technique for obtaining-participation
on issues which affect.a specific geographic area; council serves as an4:itdvis,ry
body to the public agency in identifying neighborhood problems, formulating.
goals and priorities, and evaluating and reacting to_the agency's proposed
plans.

Ombudsman. -an independent, impartial administrative-officer who serves
as a mediator between citizen.and government to seek redress for coMplaints,
to further understanding of each other's position, or to expedite requests.

5

Omen Door Policy.--technique involves encouragement of citizens to visit
a local project office at any time on a "walk'in" basis; facilitates direct
communication. ,

0.

'Planning Balance Sheet.=-applicati6n of an'evaluation methodology that
provides for the assessment and'rating of project alternatives according to
the weighted objectives of, local interest ioups, as determined by the groups
themselves.

Policy'- Capturing. - -a highly sophisticated, experimental technique.involving
mathematical models of policy positions of parties-at-interest. Attempts to
make explicit the weighting and trading-offpatterns of an individual or group.

owl
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- Policy Delphi.--a technique for developing and expressing the views
of a panel of individuals on a particular subject: Initiated IA-eh the
soaicitation of written views on a subject, successive rounds of presented
arguments and counter-arguments work toward consensus of opinion, or
clearly established positions and supporting.arguments.

Pribrity-setting Committees. narrow -scope 'citizen group appointed to

advise a public agency of community priorit in community development
projects.

Public Hearings.--usually required when some major governmental program
is about to be implemented or prior to passage of legislation; characterized '

by procedural formalities, an official transcript or record of the meeting,
and its being open to participation by an individual or representative of-a
group.

'Public Information Program.--a genera:1 term covering any of several .
.techniques utilized tolprovide information' to the public on 'a specific program
or proposal, usually over a-long period of time..

Random Selected Participation. Groups. -- random selection Within a.statiS-.
tical cross-section of groups such as typical families Or transit-dependent .

individuals which meet on a regular basis and ,provide local input to astudy
or project.

Short Conference.--technique typically involves inten ve meetings organ4zed-
around a detailed agenda ofproblems, issues, aid alternatives with the objective
of obtaining a complete analysis- from 'a balanced grouP of community repmesenta-

tives.

:task Fofce.--an at hoecitiien committee sponsored-by an agency in which_
the parties are. involved' in a clearly-defined ta* in the planning process.
Typical characteristics are small size (8-20), ,vigorpus interaction between'-task
force and agency, weak accountability to the.general\public,. and specific tithe

7-11for accomplishment of its tasks:
'

Value Analysis. -- technique which involves various.interest'groUps. in
the process of subjectively ranking consequences of- proposals and alternatiires.

'
. .

Workshops:---working-sesiions which provide a.strutture for parties to
discuss thorough13, a technical issue or -idea and try to reach an,understanding
concerning its role, nature, and/or importance .in the planning process.:,

1 .
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